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Last week, it was reported that more than 1,164 deceased people received welfare benefits, a 
total of $2.4 million, from six to 27 months after they were reported to be dead, from the 
Department of Transitional Assistance, according to an audit released by the state auditor. 

The audit found that DTA didn’t verify self-reported Social Security numbers, which resulted in 
taxpayers giving more than $1 million to those using two numbers and those who had their 
Social Security number used by more than one person. DTA offices, according to the audit, 
could not provide documentation for more than 30,000 blank EBT cards. DTA generated reports 
to help identify fraud but they did not use them. According to the audit, this totaled $15 million 
in activity that “should have been identified by DTA and investigated.” 

The Patrick administration and some leaders in the Legislature would want you to believe that a 
vast majority of these cases in which fraud exists have been resolved and that the state auditor’s 
findings are flawed. Their approach is to discredit the messenger and her findings but as is the 
case with the auditor’s findings, this isn’t the first time DTA has been in the hot seat and this 
isn’t the first time the executive has looked thin skinned when pressed on welfare reform. 

As recent as March 3, the Boston Globe editorialized on the subject by stating, “The Patrick 
administration, which is pushing a $1.9 billion tax plan for education and transportation, 
shouldn’t underestimate how much irregularities in the welfare system undermine public support 
for government programs more generally.” 

Early last week, when news of the auditor’s findings first broke, the governor was unwilling to 
publicly comment until he was tracked down in western Massachusetts in which he asserted to 
Fox 25, “We are fixing the (EBT) issue to the extent there is one.” 

The governor has described calls for welfare reform as “political grandstanding,” examples of 
abuses as “anecdotes” and when challenged by a persistent elected official for details, responded 
by saying she “makes a lot of things up.” 

Last summer, the governor vetoed bipartisan legislation that would have prohibited the use of 
EBT cards for porn, body piercings and manicures. Even close allies were left scratching their 
heads as the governor resisted efforts to release information regarding welfare benefits for the 
Marathon bombers. 

The governor can be eloquent and compelling — arguably one of the best political public 
speakers in the country — but, at times, his leadership on this subject have left many wondering. 



Some legislators have also made it their mission to discredit the findings. Wayland state Rep. 
Tom Conroy, sent a letter to the state auditor that stated, “With all due respect to your status as 
an elected official and constitutional officer, this is not the first time that levels of expertise and 
professionalism demonstrated by your office have proved lacking.” 

Some excuses being floated around to justify DTA’s latest problems are due to “old computers” 
or “years of Republican neglect” from previous administrations. Hard to imagine the public 
would buy either. 

The Legislature has been unwilling to advance legislation with bipartisan support that would 
have offered remedies to DTA, EBT cards and other welfare benefit programs. 

For instance, a week before the auditor released her findings, the state Senate had the opportunity 
to vote on 10 amendments to the budget that would take steps in reforming the state welfare 
system. Leadership in the State Senate refused to take roll call votes on eight of the 10 
amendments, resulting in “voice votes” which all failed to pass in the Senate. 

Voice votes do not record votes by individual legislators. Voice votes should be used on issues 
that have near unanimous support, but instead are used on issues where elected officials want to 
shield the public from individual voting records. The two welfare related amendments that did 
receive a roll call vote would have required photo IDs on EBT cards and ensure Social Security 
numbers are verified before taxpayer benefits are dispersed. 

In the House, Amendment 385 mustered the support of 22 Democrats and 29 Republicans in 
reforming welfare benefits, but not the majority that is required to pass. All of these reform-
minded pieces of legislation had Democratic and Republican support, but not enough support 
from the leadership in the Legislature to pass. 

While the governor has provided lackluster explanations for his agency’s handling of welfare 
benefits, it’s important for the public to remember that his term is set to expire soon. The current 
events surrounding his administration will tell a tale of his time in office. 

More importantly than the governor’s uninspiring leadership on welfare reform is the 
Legislature’s refusal to act on meaningful reform. With few exceptions, leaders in the 
Legislature have “sidestepped” on welfare reform time after time. The Legislature is comprised 
of 200 elected officials, many with advanced degrees; it’s their responsibility to act when the 
executive is unwilling. If they don’t, sidesteps may lead to steps out the door. 
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